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Altran Improves Software Quality With Machine Learning
New tool, ‘Code Defect AI,’ allows earlier discovery of bugs, minimizing the cost to fix
them and speeding up the development cycle
PARIS – May 18, 2020 – Altran, the global leader in engineering and R&D services, today announc ed
the release of a new tool available on GitHub that predicts the likelihood of bugs in source code
created by developers early in the software development process. By applying machine learning (ML)
to historical data, the tool – called “Code Defect AI” – identifies areas of the code that are pot entially
buggy and then suggests a set of tests to diagnose and fix the flaws, resulting in higher-quality
software and faster development times.
Bugs are a fact of life in software development. The later a defect is found in the development
lifecycle, the higher the cost of fixing a bug. This bug-deployment-analysis-fix process is time
consuming and costly. Code Defect AI allows earlier discovery of defects, minimizing the cost of fixing
them and speeding the development cycle.
“It’s well k nown that software developers are under constant pressure to release code fast without
compromising on quality,” said Walid Negm, Group Chief Innovation Officer at Altran. “The realit y
however is that the software release cycle needs more than automation of assembly and delivery
activities. It needs algorithms that can help make strategic judgments ‒ especially as code get s more
complex. Code Defect AI does exactly that.”
Code Defect AI relies on various ML techniques including random decision forests, support vector
machines, multilayer perceptron (MLP) and logistic regression. Historical data is extracted, preprocessed and labelled to train the algorithm and curate a reliable decision model. Developers are
given a confidence score that predicts whether the code is compliant or presents the risk of containing
bugs.
Code Defect AI supports integration with third-party analysis tools and can itself help identify bugs in a
given program code. Additionally, the Code Defect AI tool allows developers to assess which features
in the code have higher weightage in terms of bug prediction, i.e., if there are two features in the
software that play a role in the assessment of a probable bug, which feature will take precedence.
“Microsoft and Altran have been work ing together to improve the software development cycle, and
Code Defect AI, powered by Microsoft Azure, is an innovative tool that can help software developers
through the use of machine learning,” said David Carmona, General Manager of AI Marketi ng at
Microsoft.
Code Defect AI is a scalable solution that can be hosted on premise as well as on c loud c omput ing
platforms such as Microsoft Azure. While the solution currently supports GitHub, which is owned by
Microsoft, it can be integrated with other source-code management tools as needed.

The tool is also available on the Microsoft AI Lab portal so that Microsoft developers can download the
solution and use it internally.
To learn more about Altran’s intelligent automation capabilities to enhance developer productivity,
please visit https://northamerica.altran.com/software/intelligent-automation.
About Altran
Altran is the w orld leader in engineering and R&D services. Altran offers its clients a unique value proposition to
meet their transformation and innovation challenges. Altran supports its clients, from concept through
industrialization, to develop the products and services of tomorrow and has been w orking for more than 35 years
w ith major players in many sectors: Automotive, Aeronautics, Space, Defense & Naval, Rail, Infrastructure &
Transport, Energy, Industrial & Consumer, Life Sciences, Communications, Semiconductor & Electronics,
Softw are & Internet, Finance & Public Sector. Altran has more than 50,000 employees operating in over 30
countries.
Altran is an integral part of Capgemini, a global leader in consulting, digital transformation, technology and
engineering services. The Group is at the forefront of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’
opportunities in the evolving w orld of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year + heritage and
deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through an
array of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction that the business value of
technology comes from and through people. Today, it is a multicultural company of 270,000 team members in
almost 50 countries. With Altran, the Group reported 2019 combined revenues of €17billion. People matter,
results count.
Visit us at altran.com.
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